35 to 45F
2 to 7C

ASTRO™ AIR20R

BACKPACKING

OUR VISION
NEMO is founded on a commitment to
adventure, to the fearless pursuit of uncharted
paths, in everything from the equipment we
build to the way we run our business. Bravely
exploring new directions opens our minds,
brings us closer to the people we depend
on, sharpens our wits, and lifts our spirits.
Adventure gives us purpose and perspective.
It makes us humble and proud. We believe
meaningful adventures are possible for
anyone, anywhere. Possible, that is, if you bring
the will, the imagination, and the right gear.
Made in Taiwan
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ASTRO™ SERIES

72”

20”

ASTRO™ AIR20R

Many miles from the hum and buzz
of workaday life, the last thing you
want to disturb your deep sleep is a
pesky root or a fistful of gravel. Forget
your typical inch-thick backcountry
pad; Astro™ is 4 inches tall ( 25L )
and practically disappears into your
pack. Lateral baffles make the pad
feel wider and smoother, and 75D
polyester fabric resists puncture while
keeping the weight down. Astro™
pads include a stuff sack, compression
strap, and repair patches.

Weight							1 lb, 4 oz / 570 g
Min Temp Zone 35 to 45F / 2 to 7C
Width 							20 in / 51 cm
Length 							72 in / 183 cm
Thickness 					3 in / 8 cm		
Pack Size 					 8 x 3.5 in dia / 20 x 9 cm dia
Fabric 							75D Polyester
Color 								Riptide Blue

15 to 25F
-9 to -4C

INSULATED

ASTRO™ 20R

BACKPACKING

OUR VISION
NEMO is founded on a commitment to
adventure, to the fearless pursuit of uncharted
paths, in everything from the equipment we
build to the way we run our business. Bravely
exploring new directions opens our minds,
brings us closer to the people we depend
on, sharpens our wits, and lifts our spirits.
Adventure gives us purpose and perspective.
It makes us humble and proud. We believe
meaningful adventures are possible for
anyone, anywhere. Possible, that is, if you bring
the will, the imagination, and the right gear.
Made in Taiwan
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ASTRO™ SERIES
Many miles from the hum and buzz
of workaday life, the last thing you
want to disturb your deep sleep is a
pesky root or a fistful of gravel. Forget
your typical inch-thick backcountry
pad; Astro™ is 4 inches tall ( 25L )
and practically disappears into your
pack. Lateral baffles make the pad
feel wider and smoother, and 75D
polyester fabric resists puncture while
keeping the weight down. Astro™
pads include a stuff sack, compression
strap, and repair patches.

ASTRO™ 20R

INSULATED

72”

20”

Weight							 1 lb, 11 oz / 755 g
Min Temp Zone 15 to 25F / -9 to -4C
Width 							20 in / 51 cm
Length 							72 in / 183 cm
Thickness 					3 in / 8 cm		
Pack Size 					 8.5 x 4.5 in dia / 22 x 11 cm dia
Fabric 							75D Polyester
Insulation 				PrimaLoft®			
Color 								Dark Riptide

35 to 45F
2 to 7C

ASTRO™ AIR25L

BACKPACKING

OUR VISION
NEMO is founded on a commitment to
adventure, to the fearless pursuit of uncharted
paths, in everything from the equipment we
build to the way we run our business. Bravely
exploring new directions opens our minds,
brings us closer to the people we depend
on, sharpens our wits, and lifts our spirits.
Adventure gives us purpose and perspective.
It makes us humble and proud. We believe
meaningful adventures are possible for
anyone, anywhere. Possible, that is, if you bring
the will, the imagination, and the right gear.
Made in Taiwan
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ASTRO™ SERIES

76”

25”

ASTRO™ AIR25L

Many miles from the hum and buzz
of workaday life, the last thing you
want to disturb your deep sleep is a
pesky root or a fistful of gravel. Forget
your typical inch-thick backcountry
pad; Astro™ is 4 inches tall ( 25L )
and practically disappears into your
pack. Lateral baffles make the pad
feel wider and smoother, and 75D
polyester fabric resists puncture while
keeping the weight down. Astro™
pads include a stuff sack, compression
strap, and repair patches.

Weight							1 lb, 7 oz / 650 g
Min Temp Zone 35 to 45F / 2 to 7C
Width 							25 in / 64 cm
Length 							76 in / 193 cm
Thickness 					4 in / 10 cm		
Pack Size 					 9.5 x 3.5 in dia / 24 x 9 cm dia
Fabric 							75D Polyester
Color 								Riptide Blue

15 to 25F
-9 to -4C

INSULATED

ASTRO™ 25L

BACKPACKING

OUR VISION
NEMO is founded on a commitment to
adventure, to the fearless pursuit of uncharted
paths, in everything from the equipment we
build to the way we run our business. Bravely
exploring new directions opens our minds,
brings us closer to the people we depend
on, sharpens our wits, and lifts our spirits.
Adventure gives us purpose and perspective.
It makes us humble and proud. We believe
meaningful adventures are possible for
anyone, anywhere. Possible, that is, if you bring
the will, the imagination, and the right gear.
Made in Taiwan
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ASTRO™ SERIES
Many miles from the hum and buzz
of workaday life, the last thing you
want to disturb your deep sleep is a
pesky root or a fistful of gravel. Forget
your typical inch-thick backcountry
pad; Astro™ is 4 inches tall ( 25L )
and practically disappears into your
pack. Lateral baffles make the pad
feel wider and smoother, and 75D
polyester fabric resists puncture while
keeping the weight down. Astro™
pads include a stuff sack, compression
strap, and repair patches.

ASTRO™ 25L

INSULATED

76”

25”

Weight							 1 lb, 14 oz / 860 g
Min Temp Zone 15 to 25F / -9 to -4C
Width 							25 in / 64 cm
Length 							76 in / 193 cm
Thickness 					4 in / 10 cm		
Pack Size 					 9.5 x 4.5 in dia / 24 x 11 cm dia
Fabric 							75D Polyester
Insulation 				PrimaLoft®			
Color 								Dark Riptide
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ASTRO™ SERIES

Astro™ Insulated models have a
layer of PrimaLoft® insulation for
consistent and even insulation.
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High tear strength fabric for
abrasion resistance even in the
toughest conditions
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Unlike typical vertical baffles,
lateral baffles prevent the sides
of the sleeping pad from curving
around your body.
Small packed size will
leave room for other
backpacking essentials.
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ASTRO™ SERIES
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